Jan-May '08
earcwothy
buccaneer 7. prairies
organs 1. hair
children's librarian
Samuel Sandison
9/383
My goodness, good-darn! I mean that.

chunk

envelopes
4 1/8 x 9 1/2

6 x 9

optimized as a

Jay as a

plat
March 15

March 25

- Reviews

- Page 10 x 31.13

- P x 0

- No betting for 2007-08
Diagnosis:

Feeding gel, except watery bowel movements & gas - neuropathy still there, but improving (5cena said 6 mos)

incitations? before or after every meal appear?

NYden? Mult Myeloma Rich + + +
- drug piperazine
16231

40 mm0

205 5-968
jacket
vest
rock dens / echo
camp 1d

Feb 9 till
2nd May
Mon:
8AM - call Liz

1:30 PM Becky & Lorraine to call

CPT - May 28-29 9AM

Plunkett repair repair?

Penni paraquid & union sets

mltinc:
no talk?
Baczy
- Sales report
- Dawsonic & Edmonds
- Borders: Seattle/P’land
- Lead title of last Hanc
  till; who led last one?
- Send her P-39 pics
  etc.
known

- navigating bridge
5 put holes out
front 7 bridge
campaign onriben
pulls its head out.

thomas de

Freeman's grin widening behind his head

de switches

bomb load

leathered engine — keep winding by hit. [illegible]
51 0 54
19 4
3 mm
CTMC
3 20 118
2 98 72
2 54 45
2 11 2 41
2 20 2
1 94
1 7 6
1 5 8
start letter not order wrong etc.

Ginsberg: im menstrum?
cut her la cylindre lap Mère Y monseigneur
Beaury: dish 1 a hiz
rain y midday
40 afternoon
shower
hot line
205-5968

Do just dribble it on
your leg, cowboy, put it
someplace nice.

Polishing - bones (eating)
pp. are on their separate
runs on same disk. So as
not to jostle on-screen
pagination I: remainder
omitted when rest of
ms is finished

able to be worked on,
will not be thrown
off
an overall pay in all
I absorbed into a fresh pagination.

- Betsy:
  - Liz's disk
  - deal in
  - I can be over
Ronen Afghan called Naseem
(7053 - Salt)
Bud - inginta
8 - Nape
- treat

Tomorrow
- found no
  with uye
  can't open

+ in i +
  mat
w 4 SP 6
- Evan
- Mt. Rose
- Murphy
9 mm/Sept./early Oct. (ass't)
Sept./as soon after Labor Day
does she have ABC?
Pepper

white - Kanukum
red - hich
blue or tag - Kanuma

Tom H. nothing to do
- hiring Pratik's
daughter (or his)

replace:
Libel 1 Sanca 1
Mel 1
Kam 1
dup 1
take radio with

I know what ye name is. I just never liked seeing it on you

Same here.

Old Aunt
Miss you when I'm
Gone
Brian Scheuch
Boulder UT
Hell's Back Barn
Bistro

45-min fish

morning becomes electric.

/ i x / t o i l e t
"Not many, if any," I said.

To the Nine:
Samuel 1
Lit HII
Pp III
Kan HHi
Med II

"Apox," I began—

dead red
bottle of it juice
26 China
33 Snow Wind
& Sugar Star (clone)
67

\[
\begin{align*}
15' \\
\times \frac{1}{12}'' \\
\frac{30}{15} \\
\frac{67}{180'' (3'' apart}
\end{align*}
\]
Corm's slug pulled
potting soil
chix manure

pract tree tags
Red Trooper spinach?

plastic bags cottonseed meal
salmonite lime

kelp meal

Some meal/homemade meal

5+10-10

More out
Who. Hell even knows?

Tomorrow

Diedons. There's a person who knew words.

Make not each other's agree

OD said briefly

a set of history
C'might) pet piece

This's a place in all I
Butler when *goons* now
better than to go. (mein
shoofs)

thinking it out
thought...

Such as this is.

Griff said take yo
what you sound a
Welsh as it gets.
little did she know

That is beyond my pen.

craftily

Attwood

AP 7-9-21 T
MW/23rd

Chris L & L es Kovar
-But the UK

w/ Becoming Immodesty
glue drawers

smokers
garden
walk
cover

3945 1st NE

#1 with me
W in Nick
- 5 hours am
from 400
- totalm garage
- do an L
My father had a thing
renaming agent "In.
... I as he marched later
to a flro [sic] brother
(waiting for my mother
to emerge from his teens
her Smash 7 "Dean
Clark"

Well, yea, son, Cable.
- see - Scotch tape-
- Clifford -
- get to geme (party
- moment) of counsel then,
"It was. Misunderstood"
Morse of U (a victim). I am that, brother junior. astonishment being up better moved.

Lex Talionem

\[
\begin{align*}
3 & = 138 \\
4 & = 18^4 \\
5 & = 230
\end{align*}
\]
Matt Stanley Mcknasty

save me from myself.

glad rags

carry

July 7 - go S

Typhoon Foreman

Colliver
Sydneyk@uw.washington.edu
lietinder@uw.washington.edu
UBK Store
ple boxes
aussie slang
is own/fiction
Wales gardelks?
castle freeman

gas

Mining Culture: Men, Women, & Heroin in Butte, 1914-41
-Mary Murphy
We were sitting on thistles.

(Word) / Camp of Heaven.

Hoop: Why not only speaks it on earth.

spot known as

Capriciously / W. Walla

W. Wagg
What are you looking
up here for?

Just listening.

...pilot fish

Of course, Hoep attested.

Stabbed spot

...somehow delivered as a food

benediction

...deity
luggage
proposals
passing speeds around
get out my 3d

those speeds
cought dreams from

strange & how much
& interesting she was as
"Widow is long than...
cyclical
mad chip
much + eye-catching

dry rhino contract

3 refill shots

as a hypocrit 's lest it sound / small / words.

refuses

You 're a snapper
Butte's story — well, it was time: chaos. Humanity ran wild.

Francisca

And he is least as well dressed as a corpse.

Eulogized

I wanted to know always and
You'll get a head out of me.

Inside my head was being razed.

Those were the Rockies.

McClusky

Life

A city is a construction.

Ships march past on substance.
I felt a catch @ heart

Mrs. Polkney @ the Clairmont

\[
\frac{4,000,000}{200/18,000,000} = \frac{20,000}{800,000,000}
\]
Village $5,000

get sink of water

tell surrounded

"change of shifts"

A began to see

Lumber 40
Verzà?
Veranda

cascaded hundreds
7 men, turning into
thousands as we

into 60 not wanting

Cetaron
J. A. Jance
Examine (easy/lighten)  
(Flighten) redesign

Things of (mines)

Still in 'Bunkhorn'

Drafted his cheers

formed as a friend

A two days it has
toward sky.

A long mot +7 than

a warm cross of

Gulf of Carpentaria.
He rolled that around in his mind (head), then said:

**Tanta-SAM**

**Milo's**

Chuck Corea —
New Crystal
Science
(Brazilia)
89.3 KPLU in P+ Ang.

17000 17 thru 4/6

the emergency

435-480-6769
collins' h'scope
of attco
206 334-855 P and

44th 542-1385
clear

18600 17th Ave NW

Ice/urgency

425-484-0719
Collin's landscape
at M & C
206 334-8355 cell

Hill's 542-1353
Charlie Cross 542-5757
18660 17th NW

10/2/58
1561

Who knows,
But that's too far... Not anyt

Nat
Parkside

V oven (by S Parks)

call Brian

His smile was a pinch of salt

Someone else had come armed w/ a bottle that contributed.
y-d guy word whipping
- hedge exten to
call Molly
  "Chris"

As + proof needed?

...lulu
fortuna
logic 7 p. (ledge)

50 reacted - half
as welcome just then
as a sneezing fit
Will. P. mom
Peak Post, Conn
- army
- 12' a mother
  - many are 2
  - dropped
Danny - 19 yr.

40,000 people on a mtn. 7
Copper
Earth's Yarmulke
Mineral canoe
Yet the it world

Michael Collins: Keepers 17 with

Another soul we send
71 in DC style.

Rodgers / Rodgers

Simple Green
Control / Defeat
I understand to be in those who despise your bitch reminds another

family resembles to...

mysteriously derived...

Great mistake for God that person - "He did - say a word."

ample woman
Thinking part

[Notebook page with handwritten text]